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Abstract: Shooter localization in a wireless network of geographically distributed mi-
crophones is studied. The arrival time of both the acoustic muzzle blast (MB) from
the gunfire and the ballistic shock wave (SW) from the bullet can be registered by the
microphone nodes and considered as measurements. To relax the requirements on ac-
curate node clocks, the approach to base the localization on the time difference of MB
and SW at each sensor is analyzed. Cramér-Rao lower bound analysis indicates how
a lower bound of the root mean square error depends on the synchronization error for
different approaches to use the measurements. The localization problem is formulated
in a separable nonlinear least squares framework. A simplified ballistic model with
only one, assumed unknown, parameter is used. Results from field trials with different
types of ammunition demonstrate excellent results using the MB–SW difference for
both the position and the aiming angle of the shooter.

1 Introduction

Today, there are more than a few acoustic shooter localization systems commercially
available. One or more microphone arrays are commonly used, each synchronously samp-
ling acoustic phenomena associated with gunfire, see [MB06]. Some of these systems are
mobile, some have even been proposed to be based on microphone arrays that soldiers
carry on their helmets.
In this work we consider shooter localization based on singleton microphones geographi-
cally distributed in a wireless sensor network, which indeed is a less common approach.
We focus on a typical issue in wireless networks; the effects of limited sensor synchro-
nization. Even high-end node clocks tend to drift over time and thus need periodical ad-
justments. For localization algorithms that rely on accurate timing like the ones based
on time difference of arrival (TDOA), this is of course bad news, since regardless if the
synchronization is supported by the GPS or by communication/network techniques, the
synchronization procedures are associated with costs in battery life and/or communication
resources that usually must be kept at a minimum.
We have earlier derived fundamental estimation bounds for shooter localization models
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with respect to the synchronization errors, see [LWGH10]. An accurate method indepen-
dent of the synchronization errors is in focus of our investigations, the MB–SW difference
model. A computationally efficient bullet deceleration model is also an important part of
the studies. Algorithms are tested on data from field trials. In this work we summarize the
methods described in [LWGH10], and extend the numerical evaluation from the simplified
plane implementation earlier used to a more realistic 3-dimensional setting. Here, we also
consider the ballistic deceleration parameter as an unknown, which means that a priori
knowledge of the ammunition is no longer needed.
Closely related results have previously been presented in [WKD09], where fundamen-
tal sniper localization estimation bounds are derived with respect to both sensor position
errors and synchronization errors. Furthermore, the authors in [SMAL+04] study the syn-
chronization error impact on the sniper localization of an urban network by using Monte
Carlo simulations. One of the results is that the inaccuracy increased significantly (> 2
m) for synchronization errors exceeding approximately 4 ms. 56 small wireless sensor no-
des were modeled. Also [Dan05] should be mentioned, where combinations of directional
and omnidirectional acoustic sensors for sniper localization are evaluated by perturbation
analysis.

2 Localization Principle

Two acoustical phenomena associated with gunfirewill be exploited to determine the shoo-
ter’s position: the muzzle blast and the shock wave. The principle is to detect and time
stamp the phenomena as they reach microphones distributed over an area, and let the shoo-
ter’s position be estimated by, in a sense, the most likely point, considering the microphone
locations and detection times.
The muzzle blast (MB) is the sound that probably most of us associate with a gun shot;
the “bang”. The MB is generated by the pressure depletion in effect of the bullet leaving
the gun barrel. The sound of the MB travels at the speed of sound in all directions from
the shooter. Provided that a sufficient number of microphones detect the MB, the shooters
position can be more or less accurately determined.
The shock wave (SW) is formed by supersonic bullets. The SW has (approximately) the
shape of an expanding cone, with the bullet trajectory as axis, and reaches only micropho-
nes that happen to be located inside the cone. The SW propagates at the speed of sound in
direction away from the bullet trajectory, but since it is generated by a supersonic bullet,
it always reaches the microphone before the MB, if it reaches the microphone at all. A
number of SW detections may alone primarily reveal the shooting direction. Of course,
the most informative approach is to use both MB and SW in combination.
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3 Estimation Framework

It is assumed that the coordinates of the microphones are known with negligible error,
that the arrival times of the MB and SW at each microphone are measured with signifi-
cant synchronization error, and that the shooter position and aim direction are the sought
parameters. The signal models (for the MB, SW, etc.) are generally of the form

y = h(x, θ; p) + e, (1)

where y is a vector with the measured detection times, h is a nonlinear function, and where
θ represents the unknown parameters apart from the sought shooter position x ∈ R

3.
The error e is assumed to be stochastic. Given the M sensor locations in p ∈ R

M×3,
nonlinear optimization can be performed to estimate x using the nonlinear least squares
(NLS) criterion

x̂ = argminx min
θ

V (x, θ; p), (2a)

V (x, θ; p) = ||y − h(x, θ; p)||2R. (2b)

The loss function norm R is chosen by consideration of the expected error characteristics.
Numerical optimization, for instance the Gauss-Newton method, can here be applied to
get the NLS estimate.
For computational efficiency, we exploit sub-linear structures in the signal models and
apply the weighted least squares method to the parameters entering linearly, the separable
least squares method (SLS). With that motivation, the signal model (1) is rewritten as

y = hN (x, θN ; p) + hL(x, θN ; p)θL + e. (3)

Note that θL enters linearly here. The NLS problem can then be formulated as

x̂ = argminx min
θL,θN

V (x, θN , θL; p),

V (x, θN , θL; p) = ||y − hN (x, θN ; p) − hL(x, θN ; p)θL||
2
R.

Since θL enters linearly it can be solved for by linear least squares (the arguments of
hL(x, θN ; p) and hN (x, θN ; p) are suppressed for clarity):

θ̂L = argminθL
V (x, θN , θL; p) = (hT

LR−1hL)−1hT
LR−1(y − hN ), (4a)

PL = (hT
LR−1hL)−1. (4b)

Here, θ̂L is the weighted least squares estimate and PL is the covariance matrix of the
estimation error. This simplifies the nonlinear minimization to

x̂ = argminx min
θN

||y − hN + hL(hT
LR−1hL)−1hT

LR−1(y − hN )||2R′ , (5a)

R′ = R + hLPLhT
L. (5b)

This general SLS approach is applied to 3 different combinations of signal models for the
MB and SW detection times.
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4 Signal Models

Thus, we outline 3 shooter localization models that may be derived in the SLS framework:

• MB. This model only utilizes the MB, and ignores the SW. Given that the acoustic
environment enables reliable detection of the muzzle blast, the MB model promi-
ses the most robust estimation algorithms. It also allows global minimization with
low-dimensional exhaustive search algorithms; two parameters enter the model li-
nearly (speed of sound and shooting time), and, besides the position in R

3, none
nonlinearly; dim θN = 0, dim θL = 2. This model is thus suitable for initialization
of algorithms based on the subsequent models.

• MB;SW. For this model, every MB and SWmeasurement is stacked into a complete
equation system. This total MB;SWmodel keeps all information from the observati-
ons, and should thus provide the most accurate and general estimation performance.
However, the complexity of the estimation problem is large; dim θN = 5 (direction,
speed of sound, initial bullet speed, ballistic parameter) and dim θL = 1 (shooting
time).

• MB–SW. Algorithms based on the models above require that the synchronization
error in each microphone is either negligible or can be described with a statistical
distribution. The MB–SW model relaxes such assumptions by eliminating the syn-
chronization error by taking time differences of the two pulses at each microphone.
This also eliminates the shooting time as a parameter, dim θN = 5, θL = 0.

The SW depends on the bullet’s somewhat involved ballistic trajectory. However, in the
tradeoff between accuracy and computational efficiency, we claim that a reasonable com-
promise is to assume that the bullet follows a straight line at the decelerating velocity

v = v0 − rd, (6)

where v0 is the initial velocity, d the traveled distance, and r an unknown ballistic parame-
ter. The parameter r is estimated along with the other unknowns (v0 etc.), and may besides
the shooter location provide extra information to support ammunition classification etc.

5 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

Cramér-Rao analysis provides a lower bound for the estimation error, particularly the lo-
calization root mean square error (RMSE). The bound may be evaluated for a specific
shooter location, parameter setting, microphone positioning, and so on.
We have analyzed a scenario with 14 distributed microphones deployed for camp pro-
tection. The resulting localization bounds for the MB, MB;SW, and MB–SW model are
depicted in Figure 1. Here, σe is the detection error level, and σb is the clock synchronizati-
on error. The error bounds are confined to the horizontal plane, since the height component
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Abbildung 1: Cramér-Rao RMSE bound for the MB, the MB–SW, and the MB;SW models, respec-
tively, as a function of the synchronization error (STD) σb, and for different levels of detection error
σe.

is both very uncertain and assumed less interesting in the scenario. Based on this example,
the following recommendations could be used as a rule-of-thumb: If σb & σe, then the
MB–SWmodel should be used. If σb is moderate, then the MB;SWmodel should be used.

6 Experimental Data

A field trial to collect acoustic data on non-military small arms fire is conducted. 10 micro-
phones are placed on an approximate 50 m radius around a fictitious camp. A total of 42
rounds are fired from 3 positions up to 400 meters away from the camp center. The shoo-
ter aims at a cardboard target at the opposite side of the camp. The resulting localization
root mean square errors (RMSE) for the 3 shooter positions, together with the theoretical
Cramér-Rao bounds are given in Table 1.

7 Conclusions

We have summarized a framework for estimation of shooter location and aiming angle
from wireless networks where each node has a single microphone. Measurements on the
acoustic muzzle blast (MB) and the ballistic shock wave (SW) may together reveal both
the shooter’s position and aim direction. A separable least squares (SLS) framework was
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Tabelle 1: Horizontal plane localization RMSE and theoretical bound for the 3 different shoo-
ter positions using the MB–SW and MB;SW model, respectively, beside the aim RMSE for the
MB;SW model. The aim RMSE is with respect to the aim at x̂ against the target.

Shooter/camp Distance 400 m 200 m 0 m (Inside Camp)
RMSE(x̂MB;SW) 22 m 9 m 2.4 m

MB;SW Bound 1.2 m 0.3 m 0.05 m
RMSE (x̂MB–SW) 28 m 7 m N/A
MB–SW Bound 3.6 m 0.9 m N/A

RMSE(α̂′) 0.12◦ 0.38◦ 0.61◦

proposed to limit the parametric search space and to enable the use of global grid-based
optimization algorithms (for the MB model), eliminating potential problems with local
minima. A simple ballistic model with one unknown parameter was used. The models have
been analyzed on a scenario example and validated on data from a field trial. Compared
to our earlier work, the analysis and evaluation have been conducted in 3 dimensions,
and by assuming that the ballistic parameter is unknown, no prior knowledge about the
ammunition is required anymore.
When the network node synchronization is perfect, bothMB and SWmeasurements should
be stacked into one large signal model for which SLS is applied. On the other hand, when
the error becomes comparable to the detection error for MB and SW, the performance
quickly deteriorates. In that case, the time difference of MB and SW at each microphone
is preferably used, which eliminates the effect of any synchronization error. The effective
number of measurements decreases in this approach, but as Cramér-Rao analysis can show,
the root mean square position error is comparable to that of the ideal stacked model, at the
same time as the synchronization error distribution may be completely disregarded.
Both the bullet speed and bullet retardation occur as nuisance parameters in the proposed
signal models. Future work will investigate how the information in these parameters, to-
gether with the MB/SW signal forms, should be used to identify weapon and ammunition.
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